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Imagine you run the electricity grid. One morning, contrary to all forecasts,
the wind tails off. You frantically call up other power plants, begging them to
make up the lost wind power. But a few minutes later it happens: blackouts!
Designing electricity systems robust to weather-based uncertainty is
essential to avoid situations like this. With weather-dependent renewables
such as wind power, this is difficult for two reasons. The first is uncertainty:
we simply don’t know the future wind levels. The second is that electricity
systems are fiendishly complex. Think of them like the London Tube:
complicated networks throughout which supply must match demand. This
makes the effect of a new wind farm on the system as-a-whole difficult to
estimate.
For this reason, decision-makers frequently employ computer models
simulating a power system’s operation given some demand and weather
data. Determining which data to use is difficult; a grid with 10 wind farms
requires windspeeds at 10 locations, each uncertain. My research uses
probabilistic and data-reduction techniques to create “representative years”
that encode all possible future weather in a concise dataset. Using this data
allows models to evaluate the expected effect of a new wind farm and inform
decisions in a complex and uncertain setting.
In the face of climate change, “greening up” electricity requires a complete
restructuring of electricity systems from fossil fuels to renewables. Ensuring
the correct decisions are made in this transition makes our energy future
affordable and sustainable — while also keeping the lights on.
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